WHAT CLIENTS SAY
ABOUT OUR CONTROLLER

“

“

It’s simple, it’s effective
and it gets results.

“

Moone, Athy, Co. Kildare

Everything is 100%.
This has greatly improved the
health status of my birds.

PHONE: +353 (0) 59 862 4193

Things are running much
smoother with less labor.

“

“

MOBILE: +353 (0) 87 708 6714

Affordable, convenient
and professional.

I wouldn’t be without the system.

EMAIL: info@terranutritech.com

“

“

R14 YV25, Ireland

“

“

AWARD WINNING AGRI-TECH

“
“

“

Works by itself, makes operations
easier and improves fertility.
It also allows me to be flexible
with feeding meal.

WEB: www.terranutritech.com
@terranutritech
#thesolutionisinthewater

AUTOMATED
MINERAL SYSTEM

OPERATOR BENEFITS
Terra NutriTECH are global leaders in precision liquid
nutrition systems that allow producers to monitor and
improve animal health.

PARTNER EVALUATION

€

Our unique award-winning technology ensures poultry can
receive the precise daily dose of any liquid supplement,
leading to healthier flocks and better returns, with less
labor for both producer and supplement supplier.

Data
insights

Additionally, our OPIS controller & technology generates
insights for both producer and supplier in a clear and easily
understood dashboard, which leads to accurate and timely
nutritional decisions.

Increased
profits

Become key
farm partner

Maximizes
sales

PRECISION
Supplementation can be difficult to monitor and control. It
is very easy to under or overdose when adding supplements
manually and this leads to increased costs and decreased
production.
Using our controller you can set exact flock numbers and
dosage rates. With our precise technology and data insights
you can be confident your flock are getting exactly what
they need.

Fully
automated
with less labor

Eliminates
waste

Know when
product
runs out

Increases
customer
retention

AUTOMATED
Our system comes with an easy to use touch screen and app.
It automatically injects supplements into the water line and
sends alerts in the case of errors or risk periods.
Supplements including acids and vaccines can be easily set
to dose together or separately over any time period. This
means that feeding errors are eliminated and gives huge
savings on time and labor.

NUTRITION
Balanced poultry nutrition is vitally important. Our system
is extremely flexible and can dispense up to 6 different
supplements at any one time. Dosing regimes can be
programmed to ensure optimal nutrition at all stages of the
production cycle.

LIQUID MINERALS & OUR TECHNOLOGY
COMBINE TO DELIVER BETTER RETURNS,
HEALTHIER ANIMALS & LESS LABOUR!
www.terranutritech.com

Smart phone app
giving full control
& remote monitoring

Automated heat
stress product
dispensing

CAN BE PART OF AMR/NAE SOLUTION
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Always in
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Always
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Can ‘own brand’
the controller

Full visibility
of on-farm usage

CAN BE PART OF AMR/NAE SOLUTION

